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advanced electronic communications
systems 5th
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works and the Pentagon
for the first time established bi-directional
communications between fifth-generation aircraft
in flight while also
update: lockheed martin, pentagon establish
bi-directional communications between
fifth-generation aircraft, ground units
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works®, the Missile
Defense Agency and the U.S. Air Force
successfully linked a U-2, five F-35s and an F-22
in air and provided real-time 5th Generation data
to operators on the
lockheed martin skunk works®’ project
hydra demonstrates 5th gen to 5th gen
communications across domains
Two renowned systems integrators have
improved their ability to more effectively specify
and design advanced physical security systems,
using the dedicated tool, AXIS Site
Designer.AXIS
southern fire & security and acctive systems
enhance security systems design with axis
communications’ axis site designer
The Georgia Institute of Technology has been
awarded funding to lead a new Industry-

University Cooperative Research Centers
Program (IUCRC) in Integrated Photonics.
Integrated photonics have become a
nsf names georgia tech lead institute for
new integrated photonics & electronics
center: electronic-photonic integrated
circuits for aerospace (epica)
A new design of ultra-small silicon chip called a
multiplexer will effectively manage terahertz
waves which are key to the next generation of
communications: 6G and beyond. Researchers
from Osaka
6g and beyond: silicon multiplexer chip will
drive next generation communications
CAES, the leading provider of mission critical
electronic solutions, and Colorado Engineering
Inc. (CEI), a leading RF and high-performance
computing (HPC) solutions provider, announced
a strategic
caes and colorado engineering inc. form
strategic alliance for advanced technology
development
The 5G Market in Aviation size is estimated to
grow from USD 300 Million in 2020 to USD 5996
Million by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 53.4%
durin5G Market in Aviationg the forecast year
from 2021 to 2027
5g market in aviation 2021-2027 facts &
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figures: infographic | global eagle
entertainment, oneweb, aeromobile
communications, smartsky networks
The demand for electronic design automation
(EDA) software is expected to increase. Given
this, it could be beneficial to bet on EDA
companies Synopsys (SNPS), Cadence (CDNS),
and Keysight (KEYS)

communication holographic cloud
ecosystem, while vr and ar will be applied to
apple conference
Keysight Technologies, Inc. (NYSE: KEYS), a
leading technology company that delivers
advanced design and validation solutions to help
accelerate innovation to connect and secure the
world, announced

3 electronic design automation stocks to buy
right now
Company continues to lead the industry with the
first-ever all-digital integrated solid-state RF
match and generator Reno GenMatch™ The Reno
GenMatch™ integrates the company’s proven
solid-state

keysight technologies accelerates radio
frequency systems and circuit design
workflows with pathwave design 2022
software suite
The tremendous expansion of electronic security
market worldwide has been highly
unprecedented over the past few years
Indispensability of installing the electronic
security systems in the commercial

reno sub-systems launches genmatch™
series of integrated rf power systems for
semiconductor manufacturing at 7nm or
below
A study recently conducted by the strategic
consulting and market research firm, BlueWeave
Consulting, revealed that the global nurse call
systems market was worth USD 1,676.1 million
in 2020 and is
global nurse call systems market
accelerating at an astounding
rate—projected to reach worth usd 3.045.6
million by 2027
Electronic Warfare Market Outlook 2027
Electronic warfare is about strategic spectrum
dominance and easily becomes part of modern
war In various locations worldwide aeronautical
defense and security
electronic warfare market pegged for robust
expansion by 2027
Positioned as a Leader for Fifth Year in a Row
Based on Completeness of Vision and Ability to
ExecutePLEASANTON, Calif., May 12, 2021
(GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Workday
(NASDAQ:WDAY), a leader in enterprise
workday named a leader in gartner magic
quadrant for cloud core financial
management suites for midsize, large, and
global enterprises
Tailor Insight, the fintech market research
organization, recently released a research report
“The VR/AR was applied to the Apple conference,
and WIMI Hologram Cloud builds a 5G remote
communication
wimi hologram cloud builds a 5g remote

electronic security market emerging trends
& global industry forecast to 2024 |auto
clear llc, g4s plc, lockheed martin
corporation, flir systems
The US Air Force (USAF) has demonstrated inflight communication between F-35 and F-22
stealth jets during a flight test. The initiative,
named Project Hydra, utilised an Open Systems
Gateway (OSG)
usaf demonstrates in-flight communication
between f-35 and f-22 jets
Electronic Intelligence (ELINT) systems are
dedicated to obtaining as much information as
possible from radar and electromagnetic sources
present in a determined area. These systems are
widely used in
erzia's rf technology supports raytheon
deutschland gmbh advanced radar detection
system capabilities
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
conducted a first flight test on Apr. 29th of the
autonomy-enabling "brain" of Skyborg.
air force research lab conducts first flight
test of skyborg autonomy core system
Wind River ®, a global leader in delivering
software for the intelligent edge, is collaborating
with Vector, a recognized specialist for software
and automotive technology, to deliver serviceoriented
vector and wind river transform advanced
driver assistance systems (adas) and
autonomous driving
Osaka University and the University of Adelaide
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researchers have invented ultrasmall and
ultrahigh-speed multiplexers that can separate
and combine electromagnetic waves in the
terahertz frequency

court trimmed various federal privacy-related
claims, including the Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act (CFAA) claim, from a highly-visible, ongoing
putative

silicon chip will drive next generation
communications
In the frame of the German ‘Quadriga’ fighter
replacement programme sensor solution
specialist HENSOLDT will deliver core
components of the Eurofighter/Typhoon’s

plaid federal electronic surveillance claims
dropped, privacy claims survive
Special aviation squadrons conduct
developmental and operational testing, as well as
scientific research. These squadrons have
specialized aircraft along with test pilots, naval
flight officers (NFOs)

hensoldt to deliver core components of the
eurofighter/typhoon’s self-protection system
praetorian
The Marine Corps has collected proposals to
design and build a prototype Advanced
Reconnaissance Vehicle, meant to far surpass the
capabilities of the legacy Light Armored Vehicle
and help
marines seeking advanced reconnaissance
vehicle prototypes after unsuccessful
attempts to replace lav
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. (Nasdaq: CDNS)
today announced that Global Unichip
Corporation (GUC) successfully deployed the
Cadence ® Clarity ™ 3D Solver in its simulation
workflow to design a complex
global unichip corporation deploys cadence
clarity 3d solver to achieve 5x speedup of
system analysis for 112g long-reach network
switch
LiFi is awarded a 4.2 million deal with the US
Army Europe to deliver a secure LiFi wireless
communications system.
purelifi is awarded a multi-million-dollar
deal with the us army europe to deliver
secure wireless communications system
Several major industry players have bid for a
chance to build the Marine Corps’ next
reconnaissance vehicle as the service embarks on
a prototyping effort to replace its aging fleet of
lightly armored
major players bid for chance to build marine
corps’ next advanced recon vehicle
Fielding a more robust tactical network that can
stand against enemy cyber and EW attacks is one
of the Army's top modernization priorities.
army light infantry, stryker and armored
forces are getting this advanced comms gear
On April 30, 2021 a California district

high achievers: test squadrons, pilots and
engineers make good systems work even
better
Fifth-generation fighters are generally defined as
aircraft developed from the ground up with
radar-evading stealth, the ability to cruise above
Mach 1 without afterburners, advanced and
here's the tech that will define the air
force's secret new fighter jet
Orthofix Medical Inc. , a global medical device
company with a spine and orthopedics focus,
today announced expansion of its pediatric
offerings with the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) 510(k)
orthofix announces fda clearance of the
orthonext digital platform for the juniortho
plating system
Keysight Technologies, Inc. (NYSE: KEYS), a
leading technology company that delivers
advanced design and validation solutions to help
accelerate innovation to connect and secure the
world, and Eastern
keysight’s automotive cybersecurity test
system selected by eastern michigan
university’s school of information security &
applied computing
The "System in Package Technology Market Growth, Trends, COVID-19 Impact, and Forecasts
(2021 - 2026)" report has been added to
ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. The system
in package technology
global system in package technology market
(2021 to 2026) - growth, trends, covid-19
impact, and forecasts
IDEX Biometrics ASA, a leading provider of
advanced fingerprint identification and
authentication solutions, and Chutian Dragon
Co., Ltd (CTD) today announced an expansion of
their ongoing
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technologically
idex biometrics & chutian dragon to jointly
develop advanced digital currency solutions
The COVID-19 outbreak has exposed the
vulnerability of industrial control systems (ICS).
Industrialists have become cognizant about the
spike in cyber-attacks during the coronavirus
pandemic. This
industrial control systems security solutions
market exploring future growth 2030
SLT-MOBITEL, recognised as a driving force of
innovation, has transformed the Colombo City
Center apartment complex, the pinnacle of city
living, offering discerning residents, the
technologically
slt-mobitel transforms colombo city center
apartment complex with advanced smart
home living experience
SLT-MOBITEL, recognised as a driving force of
innovation, has transformed the Colombo City
Center apartment complex, the pinnacle of city
living, offering discerning residents, the

slt-mobitel transforms colombo city center
apartment complex with technologically
advanced smart home living experience
Memora Health, a technology company building
an intelligent platform for virtual care delivery,
patient navigation, and complex care
management, today announced the close of
$10.5M in financing led by
memora health closes $10.5m financing led
by andreessen horowitz to modernize care
delivery
Menlo Microsystems, Inc. (Menlo Micro), known
for reinventing the electronic switch with its
Ideal Switch™ technology, was named to Fast
Company’s 2021 World Changing Ideas Awards.
The winners honor
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